In the case of R being an algebra of finite representation type over an algebraically closed field, this is the famous result of Riedtmann [5] , the extension to arbitrary Artin algebras of finite representation type being due to Todorov [9] . Todorov also has considered the general case of components of As(R) containing periodic modules and reduced their Cartan classes to Dynkin diagrams or A , A~, B , C , D .
Thus, our only contribution is the elimination of the possibilities A~, B , C , D (lemma 3) . Note that the other cases actually do occur.
We will provide a rather elementary self-contained proof of the th,eorem using only the structure theorem for Riedtmann quivers and Auslan- it will be used in a forthcoming paper [4] to deal with binary polyhedral groups.
The authors are indebted to many participants of the Ottawa conference Of course, the easiest way to write down those Cartan matrices we will be interested in, is to start with the underlying graph and add to the edges pairs of numbers o (W]iJt'~Jil) o in case Ci=C:ij g + I, the "valuation".
i j
The Cartan matrix C will be called connected in case the underlying graph is connected.
In particular, we are interested in the Dynkin diagrams
the Euclidean diagrams F41 o~--o~:~ F42 o~--o4~ is a subadditive function for C' which is not additive. 
we obtain from d a subaddtive function on A~, namely
In case C , we obtain from
a subadditive function on A~, namely
In case D , we obtain from Note that in this way, we obtain a stable Riedtmann quiver.
Given a quiver (F ,FI), a function a : F 1 -+~ × ~ will be called o a valuation, and F = (F ,F ,a) a valued quiver. The image of ~ : x --+ y ol will be denoted by (a ,a' ), or also (axy,a~y). If F is a valued quiver, we can associate with it a Cartan-matrix C = C(F) on the index set , see also [7] . Thus, we can apply (c) and see that the Cartan class of C is A mAs a first application, we obtain Riedtmann's theorem [5] , and its generalisation to arbitrary Artin algebras due to Todorov [9] : Corollary I. Let R be an Artin algebra of finite representation type. Let C be a connected component of A (R). Then the Cartan class s of C is a Dynkin diagram.
Proof:
We only have to exclude the case A . But this case is impossible since for any automorphism group G, ~A /G has infinitely many points.
As a second application, we can describe completely those components of the Auslander-Reiten quiver which contain a periodic module but no projective ones. Corollary 2. Let R be an Artin algebra and C a connected component of A(R) which contains only periodic modules. Then C is a quasi-serial component (in the sense of [6] ).
Further examples can be built by using suitable regular enlargements and regular co-enlargements of tame quivers, see [8] .
Remark. Note that the example above gives an algebra with infinitely many indecomposables which are both preprojective and preinjective in the sense of Auslander and Smal~. Namely, in C all modules containing the composition factor corresponding to the vertex a are preprojective, those containing the composition factor corresponding to the vertex c are preinjective.
